We prove two versions of Gàrding's inequality for strongly elliptic operators in the enveloping Lie algebra associated with a unitary representation of a Lie group. We then deduce a characterization of the differential structure of the representation in terms of the elliptic operators.
Introduction
Let (ßi?,G,U) denote a continuous representation of the connected Lie group G by unitary operators U(g), g G G, on the Hubert space ßif. Fix a basis a{, ... ,ad of the Lie algebra g of G and let A{, ... ,Ad denote the skew self-adjoint generators of the one-parameter subgroups ¡eRn U{e~ta').
If a = (a, , ... ,ad), with a; > 0 and \a\ = a, + ■ • • + ad, we define Aa = A'ï'Aj1 ■ ■ ■ Aad and set ß^ = f|Q D{Aa). It follows by standard reasoning that ßf is norm dense in ßf. Re(x,AJc)x)>p'\\x\\2m/2-q'\\x\\2
for all x G ßfx. Moreover, q can be chosen independently of the particular unitary representation.
It was established by R. Goodman [G] that ß?n = D(A"/2) and the norm || • ||B on ß?n is equivalent to the graph norm x -» ||A"' x\ + \\x\\. But more recently ([ jR 1 ], [ R2 ]) the following more precise estimates have been obtained; for each «=1,2,... and e > 0 there is a c (e ) such that ||x||"<(l+e)||A"/2x||+c"(e)||x|| for all xe/. Therefore Theorem 1.2 follows easily from Theorem 1.1. Next we sketch the proof of the latter result. It is essentially a consequence of the work of Langlands [ LI ] , [ L2 ] .
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If Cm is a strongly elliptic form with ellipticity constant pm and p e (0,pm) then the form C'm defined by
is also strongly elliptic, with ellipticity constant p'm = pm -p . Since Am(c) = Am(c) -pAm' the inequality (1.1) is equivalent to the lower semiboundedness property Re(x,AJc')x) > -q{x,x).
Therefore to prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to prove that the real part of every strongly elliptic operator Am(c) is lower semibounded.
Let Al, denote the formal adjoint of Am on ßf^ , i.e., A] = Y c (-l)]alAa* a;\a\<m on ß?^ where A"' = Add ■ ■ ■ A"' . Then Rm -(Am + A^m)¡2 is a symmetric operator on ß?^ . But it follows from the structure relations of g that Aa" = A" modulo lower order terms, i.e., A"'=A'^ E cmJA', ß;\ß\<\°\ where the ca " are polynomials in the structure constants. Therefore Rm is a strongly elliptic operator associated with a form C'm whose principal part P'm is given by p'm{t)= y (R^")r.
q ;[a\-m Now it follows from Langlands' [LI] first theorem that Rm is essentially selfadjoint, and from his second theorem that the self-adjoint closure Rm generates a continuous semigroup, which is automatically self-adjoint. But then Rm is lower semibounded by spectral theory. Hence there is a q > 0 such that
for all x G ßl^ . Therefore (1.1) follows from the previous reasoning.
Finally, Langlands' [LI] third theorem establishes that the semigroup S generated by Rm has a representation independent kernel, i.e.,
S,= [ dgp,(g)U(g), JG
where dg denotes the left invariant Haar measure and pt G Lx{G\dg). Since eqt < j dg\pt{g)\ one can then choose q to be independent of the particular unitary representation. This completes the outline of the proof.
Differential structure
Let Am -Am{c) be a strongly elliptic operator with formal adjoint Am and define B2m=AlAm= Y £ V,(-l)WA-¿' a;\a\<mß;\ß\<m on ßZ^ . Since A"'A = An+ modulo lower-order terms, it follows that B2m is a strongly elliptic operator. Moreover, if Pm denotes the principal part of the form Cm associated with Am and P'2m the principal part of the form C'2m associated with B2m then PL(Z) = \rjt)\2>(KePJO)2.
Therefore one has the inequality p'2m > pm for the ellipticity constants, with equality whenever the principal part of Cm is real. Now applying Theorem 1.2 to B2m one deduces the following. and since ßZf^ is ||-||m-dense in ßfm one immediately deduces the last statement of the corollary from (3.1) and (3.2).
Finally the foregoing reasoning extends to higher-order products. ^ Am , ... , Am are all strongly elliptic and m = mx -\-\-mn then
is a strongly elliptic operator of order 2m . Hence the same arguments show that the Cm-norm is equivalent to the graph norm * "M«," ■4**11 +11*11-Detailed proofs of these results will appear in [R2].
Semigroups bounds
The closure Am of each strongly elliptic operator Am generates a strongly continuous semigroup S holomorphic in a sector Am(<p) = {z G C; Rez > 0, |Argz| < <p] by Langlands' second theorem. Then if 6 G [0,<p] it follows by general theory that there exist Mg > 1 and a>e > 0 such that ||SJ < MeemM whenever Rez > 0 and |Argz| < 0 . But the Gàrding inequalities allow one to infer that Mg = 1 , at least for small 6 . for all z G C with Re z > 0 and |Arg z\ < 6 .
